1. This session’s information will be useful to me in my job.
2. The description matched what I experienced in the session.
3. The facilitator demonstrated good presentation skills.
4. Overall, this was a good session.

5. In a few words, share your overall impression of this session.

- Enjoyed your spirit & presentation & examples.
- Excellent energy, experience, enthusiasm, info sharing. Thank you!
- Fantastic! (you should definitely co-present more often!)
- Great!
- I left with achievable items! 😊
- I look forward to reading about the projects your participants undertook.
- Interesting project implemented at Penn State. Lots of ideas for introducing UDL. Such an important topic!
- Relevant!
- Thank you! It would help me more if I could answer questions in silence. It’s hard to focus when you were talking.
- Thanks for the +1 idea! Thanks for suggestions to approach faculty! Would have liked a concrete “do it” activity.
- This session covered a lot. I’m appreciative of the Plus One approach—this continues to be effective in faculty development sessions on UDL. Takeaway: find the bottleneck.
- Very useful and insightful.
- Very useful—would love the sequel next year as a separate session!
- Ways to get started—thank you.